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The “lose” options in Giuntoli et al.  

▪ Convert high biodiversity forest /high C stocked forest to 

intensive form

▪ Extract (too) much fine woody debris /stumps/residues

▪ Af-/reforest on high biodiverse grass/heath sites

● All quite non European or theoretical

● Exploited by both sides

▪ Not in overview scheme: closer-to-current-practice-risks: 
harvest rising too high, or shifts in wood assortment 
allocation (mentioned in txt) 
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As part of the future risk options (and how criteria can avoid 

these) JRC (probably) had to look into a variety of worst case 

scenarios, but the ‘normal’ management is ignored   
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EU forest assortment output 
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under subsidies a wood market can change rather quickly. 

the largest risks (within EU). 

Policies favouring some assortments e.g., high paying
capacity for wood based biofuels make panel industry
suffer



There seems to be sufficient wood, 

but mobilising additional 

wood is difficult: 

Harvesting pressure is high 

locally, and it is difficult to 

increase harvest in other 

regions (EFISCEN. Verkerk, Nabuurs, 

Karjalainen, Schelhaas, Levers)
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Assurances 
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What can be done as workable assurances 

▪ EU REDII criteria (see Giuntoli p.79) 

▪ National forest laws 

▪ MRV: extensive national forest inventories (spending 
60M Euro/yr), but very slow and do not say much what 
is happening locally 

▪ Large extents of EU forest are under FSC or PEFC 

▪ Remote sensing: capabilities increasing fast 

▪ Track & trace ?   

● Too complex?
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Enviva track & 
trace: Each site 

with harvest 
details 



But not too tight assurances

▪ very strict application of cascading principles can be  

straightjacket that create opposite problem where bioenergy 

sector is left with small resource flow 

▪ At same time we face increasing disturbance levels. (see

salvage figures in JRC report Fig 6 & 7)

capacity to make 

use of wood resources

affected by disturbances. 
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LULUCF regulation also helps to assure 

sustainability

Without debits it is 

possible to 

increase harvest. 

EFISCEN runs for 

Forest Reference 

Levels  



Thus for longer term, we need a more 

holistic view
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Picture: napoleon fireplaces 



Areas of natural constraints (marginal 

lands) (Elbersen et al) 
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Some 60 Mha, marginal lands, with 

focus on agricultural mask 

Some of it may be available without 

even when taking out of the mask 

the biodiverse grasslands & 

heathlands 



Climate mitigation: - can climate smart 

forestry help?
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European forests currently mitigate 11-13% of total 
European emissions

Through a set of measures this can almost be 
doubled. Locally specific: from strict reserves to 
plantations. Mitigate, adapt and keep producing 
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Maybe we need more vision where we do 

what within EU forests

Forests are not a sole 
sovereign issue anymore 
for MS.



Concluding 

▪ Giuntoli report is pretty well balanced. Possibly 
overemphasises the high risk options that are not very 
realistic for EU

▪ I see more direct risks of woody biomass for bioenergy 
in (local) overharvesting, and fast shifts in wood market 

▪ A wide set of assurances are available and all together 
seem pretty solid. but we have to realise that when 
money can be earned, cowboys will stand up. 

▪ It is not only about the harvesting part of the chain: 
investments will be needed in a variety of forest 
measures along the whole chain. (adaptation, mitigation, 
maintain productivity ~CSF)
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Thank you !


